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Improve time-to-value for identity protection 
Identity-based attacks are the leading cybersecurity threat facing 
organizations today, with more than 80% of cyber incidents involving the 
misuse of valid credentials to gain access to an organization's network. 

Ineffective installation and configuration of identity protection solutions 
can place you at risk of an identity-based attack, allowing threat 
actors to gain access, escalate privileges, establish persistence with 
new user accounts and move laterally across your network.

Failing to deploy and configure the CrowdStrike Falcon® Identity Threat 
Detection and CrowdStrike Falcon® Identity Threat Protection modules correctly 
could leave your organization exposed to the risk of an identity-based attack. 
CrowdStrike’s Falcon Operational Support for Identity Protection can help 
mitigate that risk and improve your time-to-value with this unified solution.

Optimize the configuration of Falcon identity 
protection modules for your Falcon deployment 
CrowdStrike’s Falcon Operational Support for Identity Protection is designed 
to help you accelerate the deployment and operationalization of the Falcon 
identity protection modules within your unified CrowdStrike Falcon platform.

CrowdStrike Services consultants provide expert advice and best practices 
for the successful deployment, configuration and operationalization of the 
Falcon Identity Threat Detection and Falcon Identity Threat Protection modules 
to better protect your user identities and Active Directory environment.

The Falcon identity protection modules detect suspicious user activity and conditionally 
enforce your existing multifactor authentication (MFA) solution to better protect 
your business when compromised credentials are used within your network.
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CrowdStrike Falcon identity protection module

Key benefits

Accelerate the deployment 
and configuration of Falcon 
identity protection modules

Protect user identities from 
credential misuse with 
customized access policies

Enforce multifactor 
authentication when 
suspicious activity conditions 
are detected on accounts

Uncover and remedy identity 
security vulnerabilities across 
users and endpoints in your 
Active Directory domain
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 Key service features

About CrowdStrike Services

CrowdStrike Services delivers Incident Response, Technical Assessments, Training 
and Advisory Services that help you prepare to defend against advanced threats, 
respond to widespread attacks and enhance your cybersecurity practices and controls

We help our customers assess and enhance their cybersecurity posture, test their 
defenses against real-world attacks, respond to incidents, accelerate forensic 
investigations and recover from a breach with speed and precision. Harnessing the 
power of the CrowdStrike Security Cloud and the CrowdStrike Falcon® platform, we 
help you protect critical areas of enterprise risk and hunt for threats using adversary-
focused cyber threat intelligence to identify, track and prevent attacks from impacting 
your business and brand.

CrowdStrike:  

We stop breaches. 

Learn more 
www.crowdstrike.com/services

Email 
services@crowdstrike.com
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Why choose 
CrowdStrike?
 

Platform experience:  
The CrowdStrike Services team 

has deep experience and skills 

implementing Falcon identity 

protection modules.

Optimum configuration: 
CrowdStrike implements 

best practices and generally 

accepted industry techniques 

that will optimize the operation 

of Falcon identity protection 

modules.

Customized protection: 
The CrowdStrike Services team 

helps you fine-tune access 

policies, account privileges and 

authentication to maximize the 

protection of user identities.

Falcon Operational Support for Identity Protection delivers the services you 

need to accelerate the deployment and operationalization of the Falcon identity 

protection modules and provide visibility into security exposures of your users 

and endpoints in your Active Directory domain. The CrowdStrike team provides 

the following services:

 Identity Reviews: Review identity insights, threat hunting capabilities, custom 
report needs and identity-based incidents from the Falcon identity protection 
deployment. Document initial findings and best practice recommendations.

  Custom Policy Configuration: Configure Zero Trust policies for privileged 
accounts, service accounts, stale accounts, risky accounts with untrusted 
endpoints, alert actions, federation rules, conditional MFA enforcement, 
account events and compromised passwords.

  Custom Report Configuration: Deliver reports notifying users and 
administrators of compromised passwords and password changes, attack 
paths to privileged access, failed user authentications, newly created user 
accounts in Active Directory and local administrator rights on endpoints. 
Advanced API Python/PowerShell scripting for reports and email 
notifications.

  Custom Training: Provide overview training sessions for management teams, 
deep-dive sessions for technical teams operating Falcon identity protection 
modules, and sessions for SOC/incident responders on the insight the 
Falcon identity protection modules provide for identity-based incidents, 
investigations, remediation and threat hunting.
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